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This paper is about knowledge engineering and the design and development of knowledge
representation structures to represent and support classification schemes in computers, particularly
those based on the semantics of taxonomies and thesauri. The paper provides an interdisciplinary
synthesis of research and methodology from many different sources-- artificial intelligence and
knowledge engineering, computational linguistics, infonnation retrieval-- but also from the new
field of cladistics which has its origins in zoology, biology and paleontology.
This paper has the intent of applying cladistics models and taxonomies to the pragmatic problem
of building computer applications for very intelligent and very powerful infonnation retrieval.
My fonnulation of "applied cladistics" draws upon the modern work of Hennig. and its extensions
by Sokal and Sneath. by Humphries and Parenti. by Platnick. and others. cladistics and numerical
taxonomy between them represent two different approaches in recent years to building a better
model and rationale for classification and taxonomics. Numerical taxonomy has been implemented
via quantitative computer programs. whereas cladistics involves analysis and classification
components that are more substantive and semantic. The subject matter of both approaches.
however. has been natural history. evolution and paleontology. I will attempt to generalize these
theoretical approaches to other disciplines.
This paper will further attempt to bring to bear on these recent development in cladistics research
some insights from linguistics concerning classification "universals" and the notion of natural or
"unmarked fonns" of distinctive features or characteristics in systems (or what cladistics might
refer to as "primitive vs. derived" characteristics). It is these latter notions of naturalness and
recency of fonns in evolution that provide a classification heuristic for other disciplines (such as
Infonnation Science) which can be used to architect powerful knowledge representation schema
that are hierarchically structured and ordered. i.e.• a "system".
To continue the inter-disciplinary flavor of the paper. it will be further argued that these insights
from linguistics and modern cladistics taxonomic research can be combined with recent work on
"super-thesauri" (Stern). and facet methodology for thesaurus construction (Rockmore) to provide
a usable blueprint for building knowledge representation structures into a computer which will be
capable of very sophisticated processing of textual infonnation.
While not completely isomorphic with human thought processes. such data structures will have
much in common with taxonomies and thesauri which are the fonnal articulation of human thought
processes. Applied cladistics. therefore. is itself a metaphor for combining and synthesizing
research from many disciplines in order to focus in a new way on the common but universal
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